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Waltz No. 2 from *Suite for Variety Stage Orchestra* 2010-05-01 originally scored for symphony orchestra Shostakovich's jazz suite no 2 is notable for the addition of saxophones accordion and guitar the appealing second waltz is in a light classical style and is wonderfully adapted for young concert bands

Waltz No. 2 2019-11 piano

3 Pieces from *Suite No. 2 (for Variety Orchestra)* 2019-11 piano the eight movements of Dmitri Shostakovich's suite no 2 for jazz orchestras are mostly clips from film music from the years 1940 to 1956 especially well known from this suite is the waltz no 2 originally background music in the movie the first season by Mikhail Kalatozov 1956 the waltz is cited in many other films such as in Stanley Kubrick's Eyes Wide Shut of 1999 the arrangements for four hand piano keep close to the original the term transcription fits best the primo part is technically more demanding than the secondo part

Waltz No. 2 from *Jazz Suite* 2001-06 study score

Second waltz from the *Suite No. 2 for Jazz Orchestra for 2-5 Instruments* 2001-06 for chamber orchestra

Second Waltz from *Suite No. 2 for Jazz Orchestra* 2022-07-21 this excellent album contains 8 short pieces for violin and piano from one of the greatest Russian composers Dmitri Shostakovich edited by Fortunatov contains piano score and separate violin part contains works set on abrsm violin syllabus 2020 2023 grades 5 and 6 contents Little March Hurdy Gurdy Leierkasten The Wound Up Puppet The Aufgezogene Puppet Dance Tanz Elegy Elegie Spring Waltz FreuHLingswalzer Romance in D Major Romance in C Major Romance C Dur

Waltzer Nr. 2 2010-04-15 Shostakovich's waltz has become an international icon made popular by artists like André Rieu and recently heard prominently in Stanley Kubrick's Eyes Wide Shut taken from Shostakovich's suite for Variety orchestra Paul Lavend

Album Pieces for Violin and Piano 2013-10-10 in this second edition of orchestral pops music a handbook Lucy Manning brings forward to the present her remarkable compendium of information about this form of orchestral music since the appearance of the first edition in 2008 this work has proven critical to successful pops concert programming with changes in publishers and agents the discontinuation of the publication of certain original material or worst of all presses going out of business music directors orchestra conductors and professional instrumentalists face formidable challenges in tracking down accurate information about this vast repertoire this revised handbook alleviates the time consuming task of researching these changes by offering a list of works for orchestral pops concerts that is comprehensive informative and current Manning's emphasis on clarity and accuracy gives users an indispensable tool for gathering vital information on the style instrumentation and availability of the repertoire listed as well as notes on its performance the user friendly appendices include expanded instrumentation choices easy to find durations and handy title cross references in addition to corrections and updates this new edition of orchestral pops music includes at least 1 000 new title listings orchestral pops music a handbook is the ideal tool for working conductors and orchestral librarians as well as music program directors at colleges conservatories and orchestras

Waltz 1996-02-01 titles no 1 march no 2 valse no 3 the bear no 4 a funny story no 5 a sad story no 6 the mechanical doll

Orchestral "Pops" Music 2015-02-26 reflections is a three movement suite for piano written in 2012 the first movement morning light uses a theme that was playing in my mind as i was waking up one morning it reflects a blissful feeling of peace and innocence the second movement not forgotten was inspired by the memory of a very inspiring friend artist and musician Ruth who passed away in 2008 the third movement soaring is inspired by nature the sky and the joy that
springs unexpectedly from simple moments the waltz for piano no 9 is in a way what america means to me it doesn t come from anything deliberate but simply is there in my heart something that s strong and abiding the gilroy rag was written for my friends jack and chris bradshaw who are great advocates and performers of ragtime it s my homage to the great creators of ragtime

Children's Album 2005-01-01 faithful to the original score this delightful arrangement by sergey taneyev and the composer himself renders the entire ballet in a style both idiomatic to the piano and specially designed to be relatively easy to play

Three Works for Piano 1998 foundations for superior performance is designed to help structure the daily rehearsal and advance the performance level of the ensemble the primary goal is to offer a framework of exercises and routine drills that will facilitate the mastery of essential playing fundamentals different skill levels have been integrated into this book to meet the needs of the inexperienced player and at the same time challenge the most advanced

The Nutcracker 1950 with more than 80 essential masterworks arranged for easy piano this book guarantees a lifetime of exploration and enjoyment at the keys titles 1812 overture tchaikovsky air on the g string bach andaluza no 5 granados anvil chorus verdi ave maria bach gounod ballade no 1 chopin barcarolle from tales of hoffmann offenbach the blue danube strauss brandenburg concerto no 3 bach bridal chorus from lohengrin wagner can can offenbach canon in d pachelbel clair de lune debussy doretta s song puccini the entertainer joplin egmont overture beethoven eine kleine nachtmusik mozart emperor concerto beethoven fantaisie impromptu chopin flower duet delibes funeral march of a marionette gounod the garland waltz from sleeping beauty tchaikovsky habanera bizet hallelujah chorus handel hornpipe handel hungarian dance no 5 brahms intermezzo mascagni in the hall of the mountain king grieg jesu joy of man s desiring bach l arli sienne suite no 1 bizet lâ ci darem la mano mozart la donna iâ mobile verdi libiamo from la traviata verdi mandolin concerto in c major vivaldi maple leaf rag joplin march from the nutcracker tchaikovsky march of the toreadors bizet meditation from thai s massenet merrry widow waltz lehîçr military polonaise chopin minute waltz chopin the moldau smetana moonlight sonata beethoven morning mood grieg musetta s waltz puccini new world symphony dvo ak nocturne op 55 no 1 chopin o mio babbino caro puccini ode to joy beethoven overture from the marriage of figaro mozart pathí tique sonata beethoven pavane faurí piano concerto no 1 tchaikovsky piano sonata no 11 mozart polovetsian dance borodin pomp and circumstance elgar prelude from cello suite no 1 bach prelude op 28 no 4 chopin prince of denmark s march clarke queen of the night aria mozart raindrop prelude chopin revolutionary etude chopin rondeau from suite de symphonies mouret rondo alla turca mozart sheep may safely graze bach solace joplin the sorcerer s apprentice dukas spring from the four seasons vivaldi sti ndchen schubert surprise symphony haydn the swan saint saí ns swamp lake act i finale tchaikovsky symphony no 5 beethoven symphony no 40 mozart toccata in d minor bach toreador song bizet march beethoven un bel diâ puccini unfinished symphony schubert variations on ah vous dirai je maman mozart voi che sapete mozart waltz op 39 no 15 brahms wedding march from a midsummer night s dream mendelssohn

Foundations for Superior Performance 1916 string

Masquerade suite 2013-10-31 thirty years after his death fritz reiner s contribution as a conductor as a teacher of leonard bernstein among others and as a musician continues to be reassessed music scholar and long time friend philip hart has written the definitive biography of this influential figure

Chu Chin Chow 2001-06 for 2 trumpets horn in f 2 trombones tuba

The Giant Book of Classical Sheet Music 1997-02-05 daniels orchestral music is the gold standard reference for
conductors music programmers librarians and any other music professional researching an orchestral program this sixth edition celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the original work includes over 14 000 entries with a vast number of new listings and updates

Schostakowitsch: Walzer Nr. 2/Second Waltz: Aus Der Suite Nr. 2 Fur Jazz-Orchester Fur 2-5 Instrumente/Second Waltz from the Suite No. 2 for Jazz Orch 1905 a new holiday classic to add to your collection this gorgeous wordless picture book by esteemed author illustrator elly mackay celebrates the magic of theater and the nutcracker as seen through the eyes of a young girl and her grandmother it is a cold and rainy evening when gran gives her granddaughter something special tickets to the ballet her granddaughter is reluctant to go the weather is terrible and they have to wear fancy uncomfortable clothes but as the curtains rise on the nutcracker the girl s eyes light up as she s introduced to the magic of the theater the bright costumes the intricate dances the magical music and a new friend all combine to captivate the girl and to bring color to an otherwise dreary evening waltz of the snowflakes is elly mackay at her finest mixing her acclaimed paper cut artwork with vibrant colors in this whimsical dreamlike and inspiring wordless picture book a must have for any ballet and theater obsessed reader and the perfect gift to be shared during the holidays or any time of year when the world outside needs a little bit of color and vibrancy

Fritz Reiner 2022-06-30 the romantic musical comedy drama film la la land is the winner of six oscars seven golden globes and five baftas this selection of songs from the oscar winning music by justin hurwitz benj pasek and justin paul has been simplified for easy piano features the oscar winning song city of stars this is the ebook version of the original artist approved edition contents another day of sun someone in the crowd mia sebastian s theme a lovely night city of stars planetarium start a fire engagement party audition the fools who dream epilogue

The Monthly Musical Record 2017-10-17 dmitri shostakovich 1906 75 was one of the greatest composers of the 20th century as well as the first major soviet composer in the fourth edition of dmitri shostakovich catalogue the first hundred years and beyond derek c hulme names and describes all known musical compositions of the russian composer more than 175 major works are annotated and discussed including such comprehensive details as titles and subtitles dates of composition instrumentation and duration information on dedications and premieres arrangements by the composer and others publication details notes on bibliographical references and the location of the autograph score and comprehensive chronological lists of vinyl compact disc and visual recordings the entries are presented chronologically and by opus number while indexes of names and compositions provide full accessibility several appendixes supplement the volume guiding readers to further information in published sources and providing information on the composer s film radio television and theatre productions his abandoned projects and obscure works and his recordings including box sets and special ussr recordings an appendix also discusses the monogram dsch a musical motif based on his name that permeates his compositions this new edition also includes a comprehensive chronological chart of shostakovich s works and historical events and several plates of memorabilia

Music for Brass Instruments 2017-05-09 paul paradise has selected and edited 26 beautiful strauss waltzes specifically for string quartet or string orchestra the pieces were chosen to provide each player with a meaningful part and have been assembled according to level of difficulty and edited with contemporary fingerings and bowings contents are tales from the vienna woods op 325 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 artist s life op 316 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 wine woman and song op 333 waltz no 1 2 3 4 viennese blood op 354 waltz no 1 2 3 4 coda emperor waltz op 437 waltz no 1 2 3 4

Daniels' Orchestral Music 2010-02-18 from tchaikovsky s nutcracker suite for easy violin a silvertonalies arrangement easy note style sheet music letter names of notes embedded in each notehead by purchasing this...
Waltz of the Snowflakes 2022-01-10

New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion. The magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.

La La Land (Easy Piano) 1992-07-20

This discography gives full details of Andre Kostelanetz's commercial recordings with appendixes that cross reference the recordings by composers, song titles, and album titles alphabetically. Other appendixes are devoted to compact discs and to V discs. A final section Kostelanetz on the radio lists all that is known about the more than 1,000 Kostelanetz radio broadcasts from the 1920s through 1980.

Dmitri Shostakovich Catalogue 2010-11-22

The Best of Johann Strauss, Jr. Waltzes 2010-05

From the bestselling Booker Prize winning author of the Sense of an Ending comes an extraordinary fictional portrait of the relentlessly fascinating Russian musician and composer Dmitri Shostakovich and a stunning meditation on the meaning of art and its place in society. Brilliant as elegantly constructed as a concerto, NPR 1936. Dmitri Shostakovich, just thirty years old, reckons with the first of three conversations with power that will irrevocably shape his life. Stalin, hitherto a distant figure, has suddenly denounced the young composer's latest opera. Certain he will be exiled to Siberia or more likely shot dead on the spot, Shostakovich reflects on his predicament: his personal history, his parents, his daughter. All of those hanging in the balance of his fate. He will twice more be swept up by the forces of despotism: coerced into praising the Soviet state at a cultural conference in New York in 1948 and finally bullied into joining the party in 1960. All the while, he is compelled to constantly weigh the specter of power against the integrity of his music.

Waltz of the Flowers Nutcracker Suite Easy Violin Sheet Music 2016-05-10

Guides elementary music teachers in devising activities and programs that will heighten the young student's enjoyment, understanding, and appreciation of music.

New York Magazine 1980

Composer, critic, author, and radio personality Joseph Deems Taylor 1885-1966 was one of the most influential figures in American culture from the 1920s through the 1940s. A self-taught composer, the New York City native wrote such pieces as the orchestral Suite Through the Looking Glass and the acclaimed operas The King's Henchman and Peter Ibbetson. The first commissions ever offered by the Metropolitan Opera, Taylor's operatic works were among the most popular and widely performed of his day. Yet, he achieved greatest fame and recognition as the golden voiced intermission commentator for the New York Philharmonic radio broadcasts and as the on-screen host of Walt Disney's classic film Fantasia. With his witty, clever, charming and informative but unpatronizing manner, he almost single-handedly introduced classical music to millions of Americans across the nation. This first biography of Taylor James A. Pegolotti brings to life the remarkably multi-talented man within the context of his times. The captivating portrait recounts his formative years in the Bronx; his college years at New York University, where he composed four successive varsity musicals; his journalistic career; first as a writer for the New York Tribune Sunday magazine, and then as the powerful music critic for the New York World; and his musical triumphs. Pegolotti also details Taylor's stints as editor of Musical America, president of the American Society of Composers Authors and Publishers (ASCAP), best-selling author of Of Men and Music and other books, collaborator with Disney and Leopold Stokowski on...
fantasia and even judge for the miss america pageant he describes how taylor used his critic s pulpit to champion american music opera and musicians and also chronicles his colorful personal life including his third marriage at age sixty to a twenty year old costume designer enlivened with such figures as george gershwin jerome kern f scott fitzgerald ayn rand and taylor s fellow algonquin round table tastemakers this in depth well balanced and objective biography will stand as the definitive work on the great american composer critic

Andre Kostelanetz on Records and on the Air 2003 this collection includes the popular title work allegro appassionato album consisting of 6 pieces rhapsodie d auvergne theme and variations plus six etudes three waltzes and six etudes for left hand alone authoritative sources introduction

Waltz from Masquerade Suite 1999-01-01 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Deems Taylor 1992-06-08 new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

Danse macabre 1992-05-04 first published in 1925 this renowned reference remains unsurpassed as a source of essential information from construction and evolution to repertoire and technique includes a glossary and 73 illustrations

The Nutcracker Suite, Op. 71a 2013-07-24 new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

3 Fantastic Dances, Op. 5 1992-03-16
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